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E D I T O R I A L
Dear Friends,
With immense pleasure we present you the 2020 Annual Report of IMCS Pax Romana.
2020 proved to be a difficult life changing year for most of us. Yet so many students
rose to immense challenges, from tackling unemployment, to tackling mental health, to
fighting hunger and poverty, even in the middle of a global pandemic.
As an international, religious and student movement, 2020 came to us as a year before
our 100 years anniversary and as such we welcomed the year with greater plans, promising
prospects, overwhelming anxieties and excellence hope to drive topical human capital
development, social, religious and environmental projects and conversations across the
over 80 countries of the world where we have our presence registered.
Little did we know that the world leaders won’t contain the Covid-19 Pandemic which
spread took off last quarter of 2019. Spread of the pandemic led to global lockdown, economic
devastation, limited freedom of movement and led to tension, panic and uncertainty. It
gradually introduced new order in handling global affairs. It totally shifted the affairs of
mankind from conventional (Physical) to Technology driven (Virtual). It completely exposed
level of global public institutions ranging from healthcare to education, from transportation
to economy, etc.
The paradigm shift brought about by Covid-19 made innovation and creativity
inevitable. At a time such as this, it takes preparations to catch up with unfolding
events and extraordinary preparations to be among the few who set pace and
standard for the new order. IMCS-MIEC pax romana through different high level of
think-tanks from the international team to regional coordinators and international
partners and collaborators, we designed, and implemented our activities, Trainings,
Meetings, Easter Eucharistic Celebrations, Reflections Consultations, Workshops to
virtual platform 100%.
We identified with and defended the rights and legitimate demands of students from nations
with poor governance such as Nigeria during the national protest organized by youth and
students of Nigeria. And we renewed the bonds of our global family and created a new
dynamic with our sister organization ICMICA Pax Romana through common formation
programs, actions and celebrations.
We are looking forward for a more engaging 2021 as we celebrate 100 years of faith
activism of Pax Romana global family.
Pax Romana was founded in 1921 to bring the hope to the society which was destroyed
by World War I. In a global Pandemic situation where everything is uncertain and everyone
is hopeless, we, the global Pax Romana family takes the responsibility of carrying the mantle
of hope for the humanity and the mother earth. In the face of adversity and difficulties we
renew and find the relevance of our mission to the society we are living in.
May the contributions of the Catholic students in the past 100 years guide us to continue
our mission for the coming 100 years, being an option for the poor and marginalized…
				

								

International Team

International Movement of Catholic Students Pax Romana

Earth Day Celebration
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The online campaign took place
on the occasion of the 50th anniversary
of the global observation of Earth
Day, which took place on Wednesday,
April 22, 2020.
The
campaign
was organized with the assistance
of Christopher Malano, the former
secretary general of IMCS Pax Romana.
Online campaign was expected to raise
awareness and inspire some form of
mobilization by regional coordinations,
national movements, and individual
members.
There were three concurrent
events registered on the Facebook
page of IMCS and co-hosted by
ICMICA, one for each of the three
languages of Pax Romana – English,
Spanish, and French. The event began
at midnight (00:00) in Paris of April 22
and went until the last time zone of the
world passed midnight into April 23.
In preparation for the event, national
movements were provided with a
trilingual resource booklet with ideas
and suggestions for the celebration.
Campaign was run through
scheduled posts, videos which were
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published in the event pages every 2
hours by the organizers. Throughout
the day, National movements and
individual members participated in the
campaign through various activities and
they shared about those through the
event pages as well as official national
movement pages, creating a wider
awareness in their communities.

Some of the posts and activities
conducted by the national movements
and individuals...
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Season of Creation

Spanish session was conducted
by the Latin American region on 12th of
September. In preparation to the session,
Latin American national movements
of both IMCS and IYCS conducted
discussions and consultations in the
national and local levels. In the regional
session they reflected on spirituality
of action and the environmental
destruction in the region and further
actions they can take for the protection
of creation as a region.
French session was conducted on
19th of September by the Francophone
coordination of the Pan African region.
Reflective celebration was presided by
Fr. Hiriberto Cabrera Reyes, SDB, and
the chaplain of IMCS Mauritius national
movement.
Francophone national movements
and other likeminded organizations and
individuals participated the celebration
and the discussion followed by it.

on

Season

of Creation
on 6th of September with the
participation of Africa, Asia Pacific and
European regions. Fr. Jojo M. Fung, SJ
was the keynote speaker and he shared
about the integral ecology and the
students’ engagement. It was followed
by a short discussion and a prayer
offering by students.

Season of Creation, is an
annual ecumenical event held from 1
September to 4 October, and is meant
to be a time of prayer and action in
favor of our ‘common home’. Focus
pf 2020 was to consider the integral
relationship between rest for the Earth
and ecological, economic, social and
political ways of living. The theme of
Season of Creation 2020 was – Jubilee
for the Earth.

In the past few years IMCS
Pax Romana has conducted different
activities and `students’ mobilizations
to celebrate the Season of Creation.
Considering the language barriers
and time zone differences, Season
of Creation 2020 IMCS Pax Romana
Celebration was conducted as 3
separate events hosted by the regional
secretariats.
English session was conducted
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Pax Romana Online Celebrations

T h r o u g h o u t t h e y e a r , I M C S a n d I C M I C A Pa x
R o m a n a h a d s e v e r a l o n l i n e c e l e b r at i o n s
w h i c h b r o u g h t t h e g l o b a l P a x R o m a n a f a m i ly
t o g e t h e r v i r t u a l ly .

Pax Romana
O n l i n e
Celebrations
Despite the lack of p hysical interaction,
i t gav e u s t h e o p p o rt u n i t y t o b u i l d
connection with our colleagues from
d i f f e r e n t pa rts o f t h e wo r l d a n d f r o m
d i f f e r e n t g e n e r at i o n s o f t h e s t u d e n t
movement.
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Covid-19 Global Awareness Campaign

Covid-19 Global
Awareness Campaign

o

Following the concerns raised
by IMCS National Member movements
about lack of awareness about Covid-19
prevention and safety methods, IMCS
ran the “Covid-19 Global Awareness
Campaign” from March to May. A
committee made of the leaders of
concerned national movements decided
the contents for the awareness making
posters and the International Secretariat
create customizable templates which
can be used by the national movements.
The poster templates were created in
a way that the national movements
and their local branches can translate
and include the messages in their
local languages, so the messages can
be shared with the local communities
through the popular social media
platforms in the communities.
Throughout the campaign, about
16 countries participated and the posters
were translated into around 32 national
and local languages. Additionally some
national movements extended the
awareness making campaign to support
the economically impacted families in
their communities with food and other
necessities.
P
A
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COMMUNITY IN A TIME OF
ISOLATION
A Guide for Online Faith Groups in
the face of Covid19

The unprecedented COVID19
pandemic situation brought many
challenges to the communities and the
day today life of the people. Specially
with the restrictions of movement,
faith communities all around the
world face difficulties of participating
in the spiritual activities with their
communities. With the hope of
providing some assistance to find some
solace through online communities,
IMCS and ICMICA international teams
created this guide for the online faith
communities.
The resource was disseminated
through the online means and was
made available for the public regardless
their engagement in the Pax Romana
movement.
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Pax Romana

WEBINARS
•
Reach out to our membership
(and other likeminded individuals) who
are coming from all around the world.
•
Being relevant to the changes and
developments in the church and the
society as a movement.
•
Creating wider awareness.
•
Creating a platform where global
membership of Pax Romana (students
& professionals) can come together and
discuss and take actions.
These discussions and webinars
were conducted as much as possible
in all the official languages (English,
French & Spanish) of the movement.
(Recordings of these programs are
available in IMCS and ICMICA social
media.)

As a one Pax Romana global
family, IMCS and ICMICA organized
many webinars and discussions on
timely topics throughout 2020. IMCS
and ICMICA members as well as nonmember experts contributed in these
discussions. Objectives of these events
were:

10
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Pax Romana Journal

PAX ROMANA JOURNAL 2020

“Beyond Covid-19

- A Comprehensive Pers pective”

IMCS and ICMICA are pleased
to present the latest issue of the Pax
Romana Journal, an intercultural,
international, interdisciplinary, and
intergenerational review.
The Pax Romana Journal is an
interdisciplinary annual publication for
literature reviews, research and opinion
pieces on specific contemporary social
issues. Key themes, include but are not
limited to: Human rights; Democracy,
good governance and global governance;
Themes on the United Nations agenda;
Faith, church reform, synodality, and
lay participation; Youth participation
and advocacy; Climate change and
ecological
justice;
Intercultural/
interreligious dialogue.
The theme of Pax Romana
journal 2020 is “Beyond COVID-19: A
Comprehensive Perspective” .The issue
includes articles and creative works
from sixteen contributors coming from
ten countries (Bangladesh, Canada,
Hungary, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mauritius
(Chile), Mexico, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, and
the Philippines). The authors in this
volume bring a range of experiences,
expertise, and ideas.

I M C S Pa x R o m a n a A n u a l R e p o r t 2 0 2 0

Warming
•
Jephte Olimpo Muñez - Citizens’
Participatory Internal Audit (CPIA)
in Philippine Communities: A Social
Accountability Program in a Monitory
Democracy
•
I.M.
Panditha
&
U.V.A.P.
Kalpashaka - Enabling the Rights of the
Disabled During Lockdown
•
Erika Montes de oca Rivas Comunidades En Línea De Tecnología
Abierta Y Gratuita, Open Source
•
Aloysius Pieris, SJ - Nature’s
Retaliation & Our Repentance
•
Patrick Drishya Purification - Eco
Vs Ego
•
Djamester S. Simarmata - Laudato
Si Requires Monetary Reform
•
Helen Grace M. Udtuhan - Poorest
of the Poor in the Midst of Pandemic

are friends and collaborators who
responded to our open call for papers.
We hope that these diverse papers can
contribute in some way to the type of
dialogue and social friendship that is
urgently needed today.
Contributors include:
•
Michael Afolami - Peacebuilding
and Resilience
•
Daniel Deak - Noli Me Tangere
•
Bernard Lee - A Curse or A
Vainglory in the COVID-19 Crisis:
Donald Trump’s Dream Has Come True
•
Heriberto Cabrera Reyes, SDB Ambiguïté Et Richesse Du Numérique
En Temps De Pandémie
•
Jojo M. Fung, SJ - Empty
Everywhere: Outflowing Within
•
Rosemary Goldie - Pax Romana
Remembered
•
Disha Mary Gomes, Sandy Francis
Peris & Shoshi Sylvester Peris - An
Analytical Description of The Lockdown
Being A New Addition In Fighting Global

“Great perils have this beauty, that
they bring to light
the fraternity of strangers.”
Victor Hugo

Some are university students;
others intellectuals with doctoral
degrees. Some are members and
chaplains of our movements; others
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PAX ROMANA

Centennial
During centenary year, Pax Romana
family is expecting to conduct a series of
activities virtually as well as physically as
the global pandemic situation permits.
Mainly those celebrative activities will be
focusing on evaluating the Pax Romana
contribution to the world in the past
100 years and finding our relevance to
the today and tomorrow world. Online
webinars and celebrations, publications
and a review of the entire global
movement (structurally, spiritually and
ideologically) would be conducted to
achieve the above objective.
And also, as an effort of ensuring
continued
building
of
Catholic
Tertiary Student Leaders for the
world, Pax Romana family is planning
to commemorate its completion of
100 years of life with establishing a
“Centennial Centre”.

2021 is a monumental year to
Pax Romana family as it completes 100
years of its birth. With its membership
of over 1 million spread across 90
countries in Africa, Asia Pacific, Europe,
Latin America, Middle East and North
America is a movement started by the
Catholic Tertiary students to respond
to the Global war, violence and poverty
of all forms.
Since, 1921, inspired by the
teachings and Life of Christ and
Church’s Catholic Social Teaching,
Pax Romana has stood steadfast to the
commitment of creating a World of
Justice and Peace. This commitment,
has lead the movement to respond to
thousands of different issues & cries
of the world globally and locally. In its
growth, the movement has engaged
in constant rediscovery of itself as a
Student Movement, Church Movement
and International Movement. In all
its engagement and responses across
the globe, Pax Romana has been an
embodiment of Spirituality of Action,
Inclusiveness, Ecumenism, Solidarity
and Internationalism.
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Catholic S tudents and Lay Profess
Pax Romana IMCS and ICMICA
are happy to introduce a new resource
on our spirituality action.
For almost a century, our
movements have been guided by a
specific Christian spirituality action
which inspires students, intellectuals
and professionals to take leading roles
as Christian citizens in the world and lay
leaders in the church. From our work at
the Second Vatican Council to advance
a theology of the laity, to our work in the
United Nations on youth participation
and human rights, this spirituality has
inspired the work of our movements.
The small book draws from
resources and texts from our movement
over the past century and finds much
connection to the writings of Pope
Francis. In many ways this booklet is an
update of the book by Fr. Buenaventura
Pelegri, MIEC-JIEC Su Opcion Su
Pedagogia (Lima, 1978), later published
in English as IMCS-IYCS: Their Option
Their Pedagogy by the IMCS Asian
ZSecretariat (Hong Kong, 1979).
The book is compiled by Kevin
Ahern, a lay theologian who has been
involved in the leadership of both
ICMICA and IMCS. Drafts of this booklet
were circulated among the leadership
of IMCS and ICMICA before publication
here.
This
booklet
explains
the
spirituality, identity, and history of Pax

Romana, it offers resources for existing
local communities and those seeking
to create new groups at the local and
national level. Like the spirituality of
our movement, we see this document
as a living text that will grow and
develop over time. (Booklet is available
to download from ICMICA & IMCS
websites).
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Human Rights Training
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Leadership Training

P

ilot programs of Human Rights Training & Pax Romana Leadership Training
were conducted with the purpose of enhancing the capacity of IMCS and
ICMICA leaders. Both pilot programs were conducted through virtual
platforms and for the English-speaking officers. Following the experience
of these training programs in 2020, it is expected to continue the same training
programs in Spanish and French in 2021.
5 IMCS national, regional and International leaders participated in the 5 days
long Human Rights training program. Dr. Edouard Karoue (the former president
done as a peer group discussion based
on reflective question related to the
movement experience and our common
spirituality. Especially with the inputs of
Pax Romana movement historians such
as Dr. Kevin Ahern and Dr. Ana Maria
Bidegain, it was quite informational
and inspiring to the participants. The
sessions were conducted in October and
November of 2020. These sessions have
helped the Pax Romana family to create
a vibrant intergenerational dynamic
among the leaders of IMCS and ICMICA
movements.

of IMCS) facilitated the training
program covering the areas such as
Human Rights history, application and
UN mechanisms. This training was
conducted throughout the month of July
in 2020 and the knowledge has helped
the participated leaders to organize the
formation programs for students with a
much better focus on Human Rights.
Pax Romana leadership training
program was a joint formation program
between IMCS and ICMICA leaders.
The training mainly focused on the
leadership, spirituality and movement
dynamics. Sessions were quite unique
as the 10 participants were coming
from different generations of the global
movement as well as from different
continents. Formation sessions were
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						Initiative for
Students Empowerment
Action & Solidarity
(GISEAS)
Over the decades, IMCS-training
programs, campaigns and events have
influenced the catholic tertiary students
to play more strategic leadership roles
at the different levels, within their
movements, national governance and
intergovernmental bodies and within
the Church. To continue this mission,
IMCS has introduced 8 formation
programs which will address the
formation needs of the student leaders,
chaplains and international missionary
team.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued Learning and Action Program (CLAP)
National Transformative Leadership (NTL) Program
Global Advocacy Training (GAT) Program
Global Social Immersion Pilgrimage (GSIP)
Global Advanced Advocacy Training (GAAT) Program
IMCS International Coordinators Training (ICT)
Global Chaplains and Animators Formation and Exchange (GCAFE)
GISEAS Trainers Program (GTP)
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Global Advocacy Training (GAT) Program

l Advocacy
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Training (GAT) Program
“Global Advocacy Training (GAT)
Programme” is a part of the wider
GISEAS project. The programme was
designed after much deliberation about
the social, political, economic and
cultural contexts and also the current
realities of the tertiary students’
community.

religious concerns through advocacy.
And further they are expected to be
the advocates and trainers for their
own student communities and the
marginalized communities.

GAT training was conducted from
October to December 2020. Originally
the program was designed to provide
training for 90 students divided into
3 language groups. Due to the high
number of applications from more
than 150 students from 35 countries,
program was expanded to 5 learning
groups (3 English groups, 1 Spanish
group, 1 French group). Each group was

The programme was conducted
online and it was expected to provide
participants the capacity to respond the
socio political economic cultural and

I M C S Pa x R o m a n a A n u a l R e p o r t 2 0 2 0

provided with an intense training of
15 days. Each session was designed as
3-hour interactive online workshops.
The main facilitator, Mr. John Shanth
Kumar, led the students to have a
deeper understanding through inputs
on covering different topics under
advocacy and giving them opportunities
for
independent
research
and
presentations. As the final project of the
program, students drafted their own
advocacy proposals to be implemented
in national and local levels as country
groups. IMCS Pax Romana is planning
to support the implementation of 3
best advocacy proposals from the GAT
participants proposals and further
those who have successfully completed
the program get the opportunity to
apply for the IMCS Pax Romana UN
advocacy team.
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Regional Report: ASIA PACIFIC

Global Initiative for Students’
Empowerment, Action and Solidarity

Transformative Leadership for A Newer Bangladesh:
Students’ Education, Engagement and Action
Dhaka- Bangladesh
21st February to 28th February 2020

The IMCS National Transformative
Leadership Program (NTL) with the
theme “Transformative Citizenship
for a newer Bangladesh: Students’
Education, Engagement & Action”
was held on 21 – 27 February 2020 at
Caritas Development Institute (CDI),
Dhaka, Bangladesh. The programme
was hosted by the Bangladesh Catholic
Students Movement (BCSM).
47 Student leaders including the
National Executive Board members
of BCSM representing 7 dioceses of
Bangladesh participated in the program.
National Transformative Leadership
Program is part of IMCS’s Global initiative
for Students Empowerment, Action and
Solidarity (GISEAS). The aim of this
initiative is to address the challenge of
national movement members getting
out of touch with society’s current
context, resulting in their efforts of
bringing peace and justice to our world
through transformative actions.
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Regional Report: ASIA PACIFIC

IMCS Asia Pacific
“Continued Learning and
Action Program (CLAP) 2020”
CLAP is a virtual capacity building
initiative of IMCS Asia Pacific. CLAP
is a series of 5 days virtual capacity
building workshops conducted weekly,
focusing on different thematic areas
every month. The first phase of IMCS
CLAP is planned for the period from
August 2020 to February 2021 (7 months)
covering the IMCS National Movements,
Ecumenical Partners, Solidarity Groups
in Asia Pacific region.

Objectives:
•
To understand the current
situation and its social, political,
economic and cultural effects on
marginalised
•
To identify key problems with
appropriate analysis
•
To evaluate current actions

P
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of the movements and civil society
organisations
•
To find ways for addressing
problems and issues
•
To build capacities of student
leaders

National Movements, Ecumenical Partners, Solidarity Groups in Asia Pacific regi

Process
Objectives:

& Outcome
•
IMCS CLAP shall consist of 4
 To understand the current situation and its social, political, economic
weekly
of 5 days each, every
effects on workshops
marginalised
 month.
To identify key problems with appropriate analysis
Each
workshop
willand civilhave
 •To evaluate
current actions
of the movements
society organisat
30 participants
 maximum
To find ways for of
addressing
problems and issuescovering
120
participants
per
month
 To build capacities of student leaders
• & Outcome
IMCS CLAP aims at building
Process
keyofleaders
in the ofnational
 capacities
IMCS CLAP shallof
consist
4 weekly workshops
5 days each, every mo
movements
and
influence
policies,
 Each workshop will have maximum of 30 participants covering 120 par
month
programmes
and student actions.
 •IMCS CLAP
aims at
buildingaims
capacities
of key leaders
in the national mo
IMCS
CLAP
to cadre
building
influence policies, programmes and student actions.
& identify possible second line leaders
 IMCS CLAP aims to cadre building & identify possible second line leade
within
the movements.
movements.
SN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Theme
Human Rights
Sex, Sexuality, Gender
Social Analysis
Migrant Workers
Sustainable Development Goals
Abuse: Children & Young People
Ecumenism & Inclusivism

Month
August
September
October
November
December
January
February

IMCS Asia Pacific National Chaplains Meeting 2020
International Movement of Catholic
Students Asia Pacific-Pax Romana National
Chaplain meeting was held online zoom on
18th October 2020.

P
A
GIMCS Asia Pacific and IMCS IT Team,
ENational Chaplains from Bangladesh, Hong
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Kong, India, Japan, Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, and Taiwan participated in the
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Regional Report: ASIA PACIFIC

IMCS Asia Pacific

National Chaplains Meeting 2020

International
Movement
of
Catholic Students Asia Pacific-Pax
Romana National Chaplain meeting was
held online zoom on 18th October 2020.
IMCS Asia Pacific and IMCS IT Team,
National Chaplains from Bangladesh,
Hong Kong, India, Japan, Nepal,
Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Taiwan
participated in the meeting. In the
meeting, the national chaplains shared
their experiences and challenges.
Chaplains Recommendation:
lHow can we Improve collaboration?
• Exchange programs
• Sharing of resource persons for
training
• Start a blog where IMCS members
can share their stories.
• Life skills training for the members.
• Prepare some module on false
nationalism and secularism which
are challenges faced by our youth
these days.
lHow can we help to do formation for
IMCS National Movement executives/
Leaders?
• Prepare a well worked out module
for leadership training.
• Conduct at least one training for
them every year. It can be progressive
in the subsequent years.
• Interaction programs with other
leaders online a few times a year.

I M C S Pa x R o m a n a A n u a l R e p o r t 2 0 2 0

lHow can IMCS help for Chaplaincy
formation at national level? (religious
and lay)
• Meeting of the chaplains four times a
year online. If possible, once in a year
or two years face to face meeting.
• A proper guideline booklet for the
chaplains
• A workshop for newly appointed
chaplains.
lIn your context, what are the specific
chaplain formation needs? (field, skill
etc.,)
• Many of our students are first
generation Catholics as well as
first ones to do higher studies from
their families. Their faith formation
is an important aspect. Besides,
to understand and support them
in their struggles as they face this
‘newness’ in life is something that
we need to discover.
• Our students also need more trainings
in life skills as their exposure is very
limited. Such trainings will enable
them to be more confident and give
them more scope and hope in this
highly competitive world.
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Regional Report: EUROPE

Regional Report: EUROPE

1. The European Board

y

Discussion on the impact
of COVID-19 in the
national movements
16th of May 2020
On Saturday 16th of May, the first
online discussion of JECI-MIEC took
place. The subject of the discussion
was the impact of COVID-19 in the
local areas, dioceses and National
Organisations of the participants.
At the discussion 22 young people participated and experienced intercultural
dialogue representing 9 national movements, the European and the International
Secretariat Teams.

The European Team consists of Eirini Freri (EKNE Greece) as European
Coordinator, Maria Correia (MCE Portugal), Anna Miccolis (FUCI Italy),
Georg Henkel ( JEC France) as executive board members and Fr Sergio Fenech
(Malta) as the European Chaplain.

2. ACTIVITIES

m
In 2020 it was not safe to organise physical activities because of COVID-19
pandemic, as planned, and it was decided to organise online activities.
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Regional Report: EUROPE

Online meeting to discuss the
reality of the Coordination
30th of May 2020

On Saturday 16th of May, the first
online discussion of JECI-MIEC took
place. The subject of the discussion
was the impact of COVID-19 in the
local areas, dioceses and National
Organisations of the participants.

Regional Report: EUROPE

Guidelines by choosing four aspects that
represent the person itself, its faith, the
movement and the society. It was also
decided to split the participants in the
groups in advance in order to ease the
process and target for a more specific
and concrete result in a shorter time.
The orientation Guidelines were
finalised and adopted in the European
Committee 2020 and can be found at
our website jecimiec.eu.

European Committee 2020
11-13 December 2020

Digital Workshop for the creation
of the Orientation Guidelines
2021-2024
24- 27th of September 2020
The Digital Workshop was
conducted from the 24th to the 27th of
September. Originally the creation of
Orientation Guidelines was planned
to take place during the European
Congress or as a Study Session but
the European Team judged that it
wasn’t possible at this form and chose
to organise a workshop. The activity
brought together 20 young people from
9 National Organisations that were split
in three working groups in order to
discuss and reflect on the four aspects
chosen for the Orientation Guidelines.
This year, the European Team decided to
facilitate the creation of the Orientation
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Since the COVID-19 pandemic
could not allow it, the European
Committee was conducted online from
the 11th to the 13th of December and
gathered 31 young leaders from the
National Organizations.
This
European
Committee
focused on the Work Plan for 2021,
the Budget and financial situation of
the Coordination, the adoption of the
Orientation Guidelines and the Election
of the European Team 2021.
The European Team for 2021
consists of Eirini Freri (EKNE Greece)
as European Coordinator, Carolina
Carreira
(MCE
Portugal),
Anna
Holtkamp (KSJ Germany), Paul Sopon
(ASTRU Cluj) as executive board
members and Fr Sergio Fenech (Malta)
as the European Chaplain.
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tion
3. Ex ternal Representa

e

a. European Youth Forum (YFJ) and its activities

Regional Report: EUROPE

c
Senior Management (secretary generals, office directors), responsible for the
day-to-day management and running of member organisations.
c
Policy and advocacy officers, who are already involved in conducting policy
level activities in their organisations.
c
Communications officers, engaged in running the day-to-day communications
and campaigns of Member Organisations.
On behalf of JECI-MIEC, Eirini Freri participated at the Academy and was placed in
the Senior Management Group. This group tackled the topics of HR, Membership &
Communication, Finances and Governance Leadership.
c
Online General Assembly
The General Assembly of the YFJ takes place every two years and it is the highest
decision-making body of the Youth Forum. It sets policy guidelines, decides on
membership applications and adopts the governing rules of the organisation, among
many others.
This year the General Assembly took place online from the 21st to the 23rd of
November. On behalf of JECI-MIEC, Eirini Freri participated as the official delegate
with the voting right together with Maria Correia (also as official delegate) and Anna
Holtkamp from KSJ Germany as an extra delegate.

b. COMECE Youth Platform
JECI-MIEC is a full member of the European Youth Forum and has a voting
right in the statutory meetings.
c
Council of all members 2020 (COMEM)
In 2020 the Council of Members that was planned to take place in Brussels in April
was cancelled. Instead of this Statutory Meeting, on the 6th of June the first Online
Extraordinary General Assembly took place. This Assembly was necessary for the
YFJ because it was crucial to approve the annual accounts per 31 December 2019,
the membership fees for 2020 as well as to ratify the Youth Forum’s new Secretary
General, Joe Elborn.
On behalf of JECI-MIEC, Eirini Freri participated as the official delegate.
c
Youth Forum Academy
The Youth Forum Academy takes place every 2 years and gathers approximately
50 young leaders from Europe. This year it was planned to take place physically in
Brussels in July but for safety reasons it was decided to organise it online from the
15th to the 21st of June.
The Academy 2020 focused on Capacity Building, offered webinar and other online
interactions for representatives of the Member Organisations who are engaged in the
day-to- day running of their organisations. Specifically it focused on the following
target groups:
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COMECE is the Commission of the Bishop Conferences in the European Union.
The Youth Platform of COMECE started in 2018 in Brussels to provide a forum of
exchange for the European Christian Youth Movements and to coordinate their work
at the European level, to increase their visibility toward the European institutions.
This platform meets approximately every three months online and also tries to meet
physically in April before the COMEM of the YFJ.
A project of COMECE Youth is to
create a joint position of a fundraising
manager for the member youth
organisations that will advise them on
EU funding. Another project is the active
participation of the youth organisations
at the European Green Deal and the
planning of activities on environmental
crisis and climate justice.
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c. International Young Catholic Students (IYCS/JECI)
to work at the commissions and
specifically Commission on Promotion
and Membership Extension that will be
accompanied by the European Region.
The International Committee of IYCS
was originally planned to take place
in France in November but it took
place online from the 13th to the 15th
of November. On behalf of Europe the
European Coordinator, the European
Chaplain, the delegates from KSJ
Germany, Jonathan Pagel and Anna
Holtkamp, and the delegates from
JEC Spain, Teresa Gutierrez and Clara
Merino were present.
The International Secretariat team was
a guest in all JECI-MIEC activities that
took place this year.

The International Team of
IYCS consists of the Secretariat team,
the Regional Coordinators and the
Regional Chaplains. The contact and
cooperation was kept with several
skype meetings during the year where
the main decisions for the International
Movement were taken.
The EC 2019 appointed KSJ
Germany as representative of Europe
to the International Committee of IYCS
for 4 years and JEC Spain was appointed

Regional Report: EUROPE
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In 2020 it wasn’t possible to visit the national movements physically. The
European Team members were present in the activities of their respective national
movements. Additionally, the members of the European Team were asked to send
video messages to the National Assemblies of JEC Spain and JEC France and the
European Chaplain was asked to send a message to the Assembly of ASTRU Cluj.

d. International Movement of Catholic Students
(IMCS/MIEC –Pax Romana)

The contact between the International
Secretariat Team and the Regional
Coordinators is kept thanks to very
regular meetings online. The regional
coordinators are very active in the work
of the International Movement.
In 2020, IMCS organised an online
Global Advocacy Training Program
in order to provide knowledge and
advocacy skills to young leaders around
the world. On behalf of Europe, Anna
Holtkamp and Jonathan Pagel from KSJ
were participating and Eirini Freri was
responsible for the coordination of one
group.
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The IMCS team was a guest in all JECIMIEC activities.
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Latin America
In a year
by the COVID-19
pandemic, we
had to make
important
decisions
that
In marked
a year marked
by the COVID-19
pandemic,
we had
to make
important
decisions
that
allowedour
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to strengthen
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ideal time to carry out our actions in the student world.
world.

Latin
					America

IMCS – IYCS Latin American Team 2020
Regional Coordinator
Jorge Parra (Chile)
Regional Chaplain
Fr. Ángel Saboya (Perú)
Advisor Board
Fr. Luis Fernando Crespo (Perú)
Advisor Board
Rosario Zapata (Perú)

Jorg e, Gustavo G. & Fr.

Áng el

Luis Fernando & Rosario

Countries where we are at the IMCS level
Bolivia – Movimiento de Universitarios Católicos (MUC)
Chile – Asociación de Universitarios Católicos (AUC)
Ecuador – Juventud Estudiantil Católica ( JEC)
Perú – Unión Nacional de Estudiantes Católicos (UNEC)
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1. Online training spaces
May 05, 2020 – Reflections for post
COVID-19
A few weeks after the start of the
pandemic in Latin America, we convened
the members of the movement to reflect
together on the challenges that would
come our way after the pandemic, in
a session led by several of the national
chaplains.

Regional Report: LATIN AMERICA

2. Global Advocacy
Training (IMCS initiative)
We collaborate in the implementation of the IMCS Global Advocacy
Training in Latin America. Members from Bolivia, Colombia,
Chile, Ecuador, Mexico and Peru participated in the first training
sessions; however, only members from Bolivia, Chile and Peru
completed this course, with very satisfactory results.

May 23, 2020 – Conversations
about Laudato Si’
As the care of the common home
has been one of the most worked topics
by the movements in the region, we
organized a participatory work, with
exhibitions of members from different
countries, with the aim of finding ways
to continue caring for the environment
in times of confinement.

Sep 12, 2020 – Season of Creation
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We
were
responsible
for
organizing the session in Spanish of
the celebration Time of Creation, an
international initiative of IMCS. We
have the participation of a Global
Catholic Climate Movement leader in
Latin America and we work divided
into groups, to be able to exchange
experiences and reflections among
members from different cities and
countries.
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3. Latin American Committee 2020-21
According to the agenda, during
2020 the Latin American committee
had to be held in person. We had already
decided on a date and place when the
pandemic disrupted our plans. Thus,
together with the advisor board, we
decided that we should try to create
a space very similar to face-to-face
dynamics, from virtuality. As of the date
of this report, we have developed 3 of the
4 training sessions. Once that process
is complete, we will continue with the
statutory session and elections.

Type of session
Formative session 1
Formative session 2
Formative session 3
Formative session 4
Statutory session

Topic
Presentations of activities
report
from
National
Movements
Encyclical “Fratelli Tutti”
History about Movement in
Latin America
Current panorama of the
Church and lines of action
for the movements
Statutory
session
and
election of a new team

Date
Nov 21, 2020

Af rica

Dec 05. 2020
Jan 16, 2021
Feb 06, 2021
To be defined

Achievements
Achievements
• Formation of a team of Latin American leaders.
 Formation of a team of Latin American leaders.
• Repositioning of the SLA in different organizations.
 Repositioning of the SLA in different organizations.
• Organization of training spaces.


Organization of training spaces.

Challenges
Challenges
• Find new forms of financing.
Findwith
new forms
of financing.
• Go ahead
the SLA
Historical Archive Digitization Project.

Go
ahead
with
the
SLA
Historical
Archive Digitization
• Start / reactivate contacts
in countries
where theProject.
movement is not currently

Start
/
reactivate
contacts
in
countries
where
the
movement
is not currently present.
present.
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IMCS Pan African Coordination
is currently lead by Fr. Fratern Masawe
SJ (Pan African Chaplain), Ms. Aurelie
Monganzimbi Kwenzongo (Pan African
Coordinator - Francophone) and Mr.
Fasika Lachore LABA (Pan African
Coordinator – Anglophone).
Throughout the year Pan African
coordination has conducted manyvirtual
and physical activities in partnership
with the national movement. In this
report we have shared information of
some of the programs.

•

Awareness-raising
and
educational
campaigns
on
environmentally-friendly attitudes
(Roles, attitudes and attributions
of environmental coordinators,
Identification of animation and
awareness-raising themes, Planning
of coordinator activities).
g
Tree planting and vegetable
gardens campaign (1,000 fruit plants)
01 Construction of wells for water
supply

1. Students and community engagement
to addressing climate change in Togo
The project activities aim to
promote
sustainable
development
and integrate target beneficiaries
(households and university students)
by introducing the framework and
methodology of Integral Human
Development and integrate it into
their analysis and actions; Promote
responsible citizenship and build
the capacities of young people on
transformational
leadership
and
community mobilization, building good
attitudes towards climate justice in
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Togo; sensitize at least 50 households
on ecological attitudes, preservation
of the environment and on drought
mitigation methods / practices through
action campaigns and improve access
to water and improve food security for
the two targeted villages. The training
programs were conducted on 13th and
14th February 2020.
The project activities involved:
g
01 training workshop for 50
rural households, community youths,
local leaders and university students
using Integral Human Development
paradigm approach regarding on:
•
Environment and climate change
based on the reality of the villages
(Introduction to the environment,
Managing the drought cycle)
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2. IMCS Africa addressing social,
political and environmental crisis
through responsible citizenship and
youth empowerment
The main goal of this project was
to Contribute to strengthening of youth
actions and responsible citizenship
towards climate justice, peace building
and good governance in three countries
(Nigeria, Ghana and Togo) using
Integral Human Development Approach
and participatory and responsive
community approach.
The workshop organized in
Ghana on 18th and 19th of September,
2020. The workshop was held at the St.
Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church, in the
University of Ghana, Legon auditorium.
In attendance were student leaders of
religious societies in the various tertiary
institutions, and external participants
from Zimbabwe, Malawi, and Canada via
online video conferencing. The theme
of workshop in Gahana, “Strengthening
Youth Leadership Towards Responsible
Citizenship and Good Governance” the
leadership workshop was organized as
part of the initiative effort to strengthen
the capacity of stakeholders to influence
and lead others. The workshop aimed
to equip religious student leaders with
leadership skills with which they can
operate and extend mentorship to their
subordinates.
In Nigeria, the workshop cum
peace training was done in two different
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campuses close to each other and they
campuses include Imo State University
Owerri and Federal University of
Technology Owerri. Here 60 young and
vibrant youth were trained on peace
building and conflict resolution doing
the course of the training we also tied
to know what they think about the
topic and their responses born out of
their knowledge and ideologies about
the concept of peace and peaceful
coexistence of people of both same
and different religious believe. The
peace building featured the following
activities. As a result of this workshop,
• 60 young and vibrant youth have
Clear understanding of the roles and
mandate of the religious movements
in mitigating conflicts and violence
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at campus.
•
The 60 participants now have
improved knowledge of on the
peace issues and inter-religious
coexistence in campus.
• A very reliable social media platform
to launched our Social media
campaign to reach out to more
youths and sensitize them on the
already established fact that Conflict
resolution
and
inter-religious
dialogues are also way to reduce/
resolve conflict/violence.

Togo. It was followed by a second
implementation phase that came after
that of the construction of a borehole
and the training on
environment
and
sustainable
development.

In Togo, IMCS launched a project
themed "Environnement et changement
climatique
et
sensibilisation
et
campagne éducative sur les attitudes
respectueuses de l'environnement"
(Environment, climate change and
awareness raising and education
campaign on respectful behaviours
towards the environment) in northern

That second phase was about
reforestation and awareness raising in
the village of Koukounkpe in July and
August 2020. That was done on July 29,
30 and 31, 2020 through the reforestation
of 3 hectares of land. During those 3
days, a total of 400 cashew trees and
100 mango trees were planted. There
was a strong mobilization on the part
of the village community; it shows the
interest they have in reforestation.
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3. REFORESTATION AND
AWARENESS RAISING ABOUT
RESPECTFUL BEHAVIOURS
TOWARDS THE ENVIRONMENT:
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The aim of the project is to
improve livelihood of communities and
to mitigate climate change in Togo.
It was conducted in a community of
the canton of Ossacre of Togo which
is facing challenges of food insecurity
and scarcity of access to drinking
water. The status of the target village
Ossacre has not changed during
project implementation. The selection
of the village was on the basis of the
precariousness on trees and water,
geographical conditions like harsh
climatic conditions and the lack of
proper environmental management.
The population I the target village
depends on farming, as a way of getting
food and raising income, but because of
soil infertility, they shift into activities
like making charcoal or selling timbers
that lead into deforestation. The
smallholder farmers do not have a
variety of food. The area is generally
dry almost throughout the year. The
frequent and prolonged droughts have
led to the drying out of water bodies such
as rivers, reservoirs, lakes and wetlands
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with a consequent loss of biodiversity.
The was mainly aimed to achieve the
following specific objectives:
1. To
promote
sustainable
and
integral
development
of
the
target beneficiaries (community
households and students) by
introducing the IHD (Integral
Human Development) framework
and transformational methodology
in their analysis and their actions
through 03 days capacity building.
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2. To enhance the capacity of 30
people from 03 youth movements
and community leaders involved
in environmental initiatives to be
able to mitigate climate change and
support integral development of
youth
3. To sensitize 50 households on
eco-friendly attitudes and raise
community awareness on drought
mitigation
and
environmental
preservation
through
action
campaigns
4. To increase water accessibility
and food security of the targeted
communities in Togo by introducing
small borehole.
To reach the above objectives, one
of the first activity carried out by IMCS

was to put in place a borehole in the
community. The borehole now provides
better coverage of drinking water.
The second activity was holding a
training workshop under the sub-theme
Environment protection, awareness on
climate change and educational campaign
through promoting environmentally
friendly attitudes.
The project was indeed important
for the villages. Almost 90% of the
population did not know the impact of
their behaviours and their daily actions
on their lives and especially on their
environment. They lack awareness of
the importance of trees; they did not
have knowledge on the precipitation
and water cycle. This is due to low level
of education.
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IMCS AdvocacyTeam
throughout the year. Today, the hard
work and efforts of the members of
the IMCS Advocacy Team means that
young people are moving closer to
creating a youth-led and youth-based
advocacy infrastructure that can serve
IMCS, ICMYO, the Major Group for
Children and Youth (MGCY), and all
other civil society partners for years
to come. The IMCS Advocacy Team is
laying this bedrock by expanding the
ICMYO representation on the ground
and taking a leading and primary role
in the MGCY. It is with great pride that
the IMCS Advocacy Team presents this
report and hopes the International
Teams of the Pax Romana movement
will accept and share it with all regional
coordinators and national movements.
This report is organized into
process clusters of events and meetings.
This is primarily because many of the
meetings in which the IMCS Advocacy
Team participated were part of larger
policy processes. As a result, it is much
simpler to read about the activities of
the team.

In the year 2020, the new norms of
life were introduced to the planet due to
the spread of the pandemic of COVID 19,
thus introducing a new paradigm in the
way human development is approached.
As such, the IMCS Advocacy Team has
had a busy yet challenging year, ensuring
adequate reflection of youth priorities
in intergovernmental frameworks,
and expanding the space for youth
participation and engagement within
the United Nations while maintaining
social distancing and fighting the
challenges of the pandemic.
This pace of advocacy and
involvement has slowed down a bit
with everything shifting from physical
meetings to online. The pandemic has
forced so many processes to be delayed
or even cancelled for the first time
in the history of the United Nations.
Despite the challenges, the IMCS
Advocacy Team was able to take the
message of IMCS - Pax Romana and
its members to political negotiations,
United Nations meetings, NGO training
sessions, and other important events
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Process Cluster 1:
m

Children and Youth Constituency for
Sustainable Communities CYCSC
(formerly known as Habitat III)
HABITAT III, the next step in the UN’s
global sustainable development policy
framework, culminated in a United
Nations intergovernmental conference
in Ecuador (October 2016) developing
a New Urban Agenda and renewing
political commitments towards a
sustainable urbanization framework
that promotes resilient and inclusive
cities.
Urbanization is a major driver of
development and poverty eradication,
however, it must take into account the
social, economic, and environmental
dimensions that make up urban spaces
to ensure resilient, inclusive cities and
sustainable cities. Urban spaces have
seen unprecedented growth, with over
50% of the world’s population living in
cities and projected to rise to 75% by
2050. Although they comprise 2% of the
world’s total land, cities account for 70%
of the economy (GDP), over 60% of global
energy consumption, 70% of greenhouse
gas emissions, and 70% of global waste.
Urbanization is inextricably linked
to basic services such as health and
education, changes in climate, disaster
risk reduction, and more. To highlight
its importance, the SDGs call for cities
and human settlements to be safe,
inclusive, resilient, and sustainable,

using both existing structures and
innovation to meet future needs.
Through
an
intergovernmental
consultative process with stakeholders,
including subnational governments,
the goal is to secure renewed political
commitments
for
sustainable
urban
development
and
assess
accomplishments to date, while
identifying and addressing new and
emerging challenges.
The IMCS Advocacy Team has been
and continues to be active in the work
of MGCY in the Habitat III process,
particularly in the context of the
General Assembly of Partners (GAP), the
stakeholder coordination mechanism
of Habitat III. The UN Advocacy Team
has worked closely with the UN MGCY
within the Children & Youth Partner
Constituency Group to mobilize the
role of young people and reflect youth
positions in the negotiations towards
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the New Urban Agenda.
The UN
Advocacy Team has helped in preparing
statements
during
negotiations,
planning capacity building events, and
facilitating open-ended consultations
on the Habitat III Process in an effort
to promote discussion to generate a
diverse set of suggestions from youth
coming with unique backgrounds and
perspectives, ensuring their thoughts
are reflected in the Habitat III process.
The “Habitat III: Housing and
Sustainable
Urban
Development
Working Group” (for which Ornella
represents IMCS Pax Romana as a
Global Focal Point) was re-named the
“Children and Youth Constituency for
Sustainable Communities” or “CYCSC”,
to better reflect the working group/
constituency’s scope of work
Ornella helped facilitate the advocacy
mechanism in the benefit of a
meaningful youth engagement in the
implementation process of the New
Urban Agenda, adopted at the Third
Habitat conference of the United
Nations in Quito Ecuador in 2016.
While the contribution avenues for
young people on the global goal 11
and the NUA avenue have increased
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throughout the past years due to the
intersectionality of SDG 11 and other
UN area of work and process linked to
resilience and Humanitarian affairs,
our constituency has been dormant
over the past two years and has only
been reactivated in June 2020 by the
appointment of 8 Global Focal Point
(instead of two to three formally). The
actual setting has made the work a bit
much complicated and not favourable
for consensus. However, we achieved
some milestones towards the end
of the year and started reactivating
partnerships.
To mark this commitment, IMCS Pax
Romana is coordinating the Knowledge
work area within the constituency
and actively works towards the
implementation of new partnerships
with other UN and Youth entities.
Since June 2020, IMCS’s work as a
Global Focal Point (GFP) has focused
on administrative tasks associated
with re-activating the working group/
constituency, given its period of
inactivity from 2018 to 2020
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The UN World Youth Report on
Mental Health
The Division for Inclusive Social
Development of the United Nations
Department of Economic and Social
Affairs convened a virtual Expert Group
Meeting (EGM) to provide inputs to the
preparation of the World Youth Report
2021 Improving Youth Wellbeing and
Mental Health: The Role of Inclusive
Social Policies. The IMCS Advocacy
Team was represented by Ornella
Ohoukoh from Togo and Abdul Rahman
Ibrahim from Egypt.
The mental health and wellbeing
of youth was emphasized by Member
States of the United Nations in General
Assembly Resolution 74/121 as an area
for further action, including addressing
the social determinants of health.
Furthermore, mental health is included
in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development in SDG 3, as well as the
Political Declaration of the High-level
Meeting on Universal Health Coverage.
The increasing attention from Member
States have also reflected an increasing
engagement from youth on the issue
of mental health, including from youth
civil society organizations and youth
delegates at the United Nations.
The EGM was conducted virtually
on November 23rd and 24th, 2020
and IMCS Pax Romana through its
representatives contributed inputs
around the
six policy spheres of
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influence that relate to the social
determinants of youth mental health
and wellbeing. The policy spheres are
education, decent work, families and
relationships, poverty & deprivation,
the digital environment, and society &
community.
The EGM is an exercise in gathering
data from experts, in addition to this,
the drafting team will also conduct
consultations and other forms of data
collection with young people directly to
inform the development of the report.
The report will be grounded in both
the inputs from experts and existing
literature as well as the experiences of
youth as revealed in consultations and
other data collection methods.
After a successful EGM providing
significant data from experts the drafting
team has launched consultations and
other forms of data collection starting
with a global survey run by UNDESA and
Numbers and People Synergy (NAPS).
IMCS Pax Romana is supporting the
process by actively participating in the
survey dissemination and youth group
in faith mobilization for the focus group
in the intent to support the religious
aspect of the data collection.
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Process Cluster 3:
m

Youth Development
and
ICMYO
UN Inter-Agency Network on Youth
Development

b
The UN Inter-Agency Network
on Youth Development (IANYD),
according to its website, consists
of “UN entities, represented at the
headquarters level, whose work is
relevant to youth. The Network aims to
increase the effectiveness of UN work
in youth development by strengthening
collaboration and exchange among all
relevant UN entities while respecting
and harnessing the benefits of their
strengths and unique approaches and
mandates.” (United Nations Inter-Agency Network

on Youth Development, Overview,
http://social.un.org/youthyear/unianyd.html)

Although the IMCS Advocacy
Team works directly with many IANYD
members, it has, on multiple occasions,
worked
with
them
collectively,
particularly when it comes to planning
panels, side events, and larger, more
major events.
In 2019 and 2020, the UN Advocacy
Team worked closely with the IANYD on
several projects and events, including
the 2019 ECOSOC Youth Forum.
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Office of the UN Secretary General’s
Envoy on Youth

The IMCS Advocacy Team was
planning an active and strong delegation
for ECOSOC Youth Forum 2020, but
unfortunately due to the pandemic, the
forum was cancelled.

j

The UN Advocacy Team has
fostered a very positive relationship with
the Office of the UNSG’s Envoy on Youth
(OSGEY) on behalf of IMCS, ICMYO,
and the MGCY. This has culminated
in the inclusion of IMCS, ICMYO,
and the MGCY in several projects,
programs, and events hosted by the
OSGEY. The current Envoy, Jayathma
Wickramanayake, is especially close to
the members of the UN Advocacy Team,
which means that the team is very
often on the Envoy’s mind whenever
he requires advice or consultation
from youth-led organizations.
The
current UNSGEY was appointed in 2017
and began working on many projects
throughout that ensuant years.

ECOSOC Youth Forum
w

IMCS Pax Romana is always keen
on taking on a leadership role at the
ECOSOC Youth Forum of every year.
ECOSOC Youth Forum 2019 took place
in April at the UNHQ in New York. It
was usually scheduled for January but
after long discussions between MGCY,
IMCS, OSGEY and other UN institutions
and NGO representatives, the decision
was made to move the ECOSOC
Youth Forum closer to the HLPF. The
forum is normally a two-day event
that is divided into four sessions. 2019
sessions were highlighting: Investing
in Youth Development: Financing
and other Means of Implementation,
Youth, Peace and Security: Challenges
and Prospects and Investing in Youth
Development: Financing and other
Means of Implementation.
The IMCS Advocacy Team played
mostly a support role during the forum,
especially for ICMYO and MGCY.
Statements were delivered on behalf
of ICMYO and the MGCY outlining
positions in regards to the 2030
Development Agenda. Here, the team
helped with the preparation of these
statements and assisted with advocacy
around these positions.

50

UNDESA
e
As the permanent co-chair
of the IANYD, the UN Focal Point
on Youth, which falls under the UN
Department of Economic and Social
Affairs (DESA) Division of Social Policy
and Development (DSPD), is ultimately
the central player in the youth policy
field. As a result, the IMCS Advocacy
Team has made every effort to have a
strong relationship with the UN Focal
Point on Youth. For the most part, the
team works with the Focal Point on
Youth to help train and guide the UN
Youth Delegates while they are in New
York. Moreover, as the technical team
that prepares all relevant resolutions
on youth in the UNGA and ECOSOC,
the UN Advocacy Team is always ready
to provide inputs to these resolutions
once negotiations begin.
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Process Cluster 4:
m

Financing
for Development
context of COVID-19 for participants
to keep in mind while engaging in their
breakout discussions.
These discussions will inform the
ECOSOC FfD Forum meeting: Financing
a Sustainable Recovery from COVID-19
on June 2nd, 2020, the Youth Input to
UN75 Negotiation, the MGCY High-Level
Political Forum Sectoral Paper, and the
Youth Voices Document from ECOSOC
to HLPF.

During the month of August 2018,
IMCS Pax Romana officially nominated
Saul Zenteno Bueno as the MGCY
Global Focal Point of the Financing
for Development process. Following a
very long and tough election, Saul has
succeeded in winning over two thirds
of the votes and becoming the FfD GFP
until the working group was later shut
down late 2020.
On May 30th, 2020 the UN Major
Group for Children and Youth Financing
for Development Working Group held a
dialogue session for young people from
across the globe to discuss strategies
Member States can use to finance a
sustainable risk-informed recovery
from the global crisis triggered by the
COVID19 pandemic. As the pandemic
has exacerbated existing vulnerabilities.
Many countries are facing a decline in
investments, growing debt burdens and
severely reduced fiscal space. Thus, the
session aimed to address the questions:
How do we finance the response to the
pandemic?
Which policy options do we have
to set the world on a risk informed
resilient and sustainable recovery? How
do we build back better?
Saul
provided
an
overall
perspective of the financing strategies
available to Member States in the
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Other Notable Events
AICUF Training
Development
July 2020 (Online)

on

Sustainable

Peace is possible event
February 2020 (Accra, Ghana)
IMCS Ghana led by advocacy
team member Victor Ayertey organized
the Zonal Summit. A calendar program
that brings together young students
and alumni to interact, learn from each
other and brainstorm for the common
good of all. Victor had the opportunity
to organize a training workshop
concerning digital media and the
desired impact in their lives as students
as well as the peace and stability that
exists in our communities and countries
at large. A platform providing necessary
knowledge since it was election year in
Ghana and as IMCS Ghana members
were preparing to go to the polls.
When it comes to peace, it is
very important to seek and promote
the practical use of knowledge that has
been acquired through the interaction
and various extra activities. Throughout
the session, discussions and plans of
action focused on subjects such as the
principles of women in leadership with
respect to promoting peace in various
disciplines, responsible citizenship
as inspired by both constitutional
mandates and conventions in line with
the UN Security Council’s Resolution
1325(2000) and 2250(2015) as well as the
targets of the Sustainable Development
Goal 16. One of the surest means of
achieving potent results is through
community mobilization. It is prudent
to note that social capital significantly
contributes to the numerous projects
that will be running across the board.
Nevertheless, Ghana, a member country

IMCS Pax Romana’s national
movement in India invited the
advocacy team to participate in a
series of awareness sessions on the
United Nations, the 2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda, the work of the
advocacy team globally, migration and
a number of various issues that the
IMCS Advocacy Team works on. The
discussions were led by Dr. Sameh
Kamel; director of the IMCS Advocacy
Team and took part over several days
involving over 100 young leaders from
all across India. These discussions led
into having a large number of AICUF
members apply to the Global Advocacy
Training (GAT) as they recognized
how important advocacy is as a tool to
achieve the common goals.
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IMCS Pax Romana International Coordination Team

of the West and Central African regions
is privileged to have a so many of its
youth ready to garner support for the
fight for peace, stability and justice
(#SDG16).
Moreover, this highlight of the
Security Council Resolution 2250 is
worth noting in this instance of engaging
the youth on matters that concern their
communities and the future they dream
and plan to live. Hence by “Recognizing
that youth should actively be engaged in
shaping lasting peace and contributing
to justice and reconciliation and that
a large youth population presents a
unique demographic dividend that
can contribute to lasting peace and
economic prosperity if inclusive policies
are in place”.

Peace
is possible
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Name

Ravi Tissera

Position

President

National Movement

Sri Lanka University Catholic Students Movement (SLUCSM)

Field of Studies

Law

Experience

IMCS Asia Pacific Coordinator 2016 - 2019

Name
Position
National Movement
Field of Studies
Experience
Name

Michael Mmadubueze
Secretary General
Nigeria Federation of Catholic Students (NFCS)
Information Technology
NFCS President
Fr. Dr. Jojo M. Fung, SJ

Position

Ecclesiastical Assistant

National Movement

Malaysia Catholic Students Association (Former)

Field of Studies

Contextual Theology

Experience

IMCS Asia Pacific Chaplain 2008 - 2015

Name
Position
National Movement
Field of Studies
Experience
Name

Eirini Freri
European Coordinator
EKNE
Classic Philology
EKNE President 2014 - 2017, European Team Member 2014
William Nokrek

Position

Asia Pacific Coordinator

National Movement

Bangladesh Catholic Students Movement (BCSM)

Field of Studies

Journalism

Experience

BCSM President

Name

Aurelie Monganzimbi Kwenzongo

Position

Pan African Coordinator - Francophone

National Movement

Mouvement International des Étudiants catholiques RDC

Field of Studies

Tourism

Experience

MIEC RDC President 2016 – 2018

Name

Fasika Lachore Laba

Position

Pan African Coordinator - Anglophone

National Movement
Field of Studies

IMCS Ethiopia
Information Technology

Experience
Name
Position
National Movement
Field of Studies
Experience

National Coordinator, IMCS Ethiopia
Jorge Parra
Latin American Coordinator
Asociación de Universitarios Católicos (AUC) Chile
Commercial Engineering
AUC National Coordinator 2016 - 2017
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IMCS 2020 FINANCIAL REPORT

INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT OF CATHOLIC STUDENTS
2020 FINANCIAL REPORT
EXPENSES

m

1* INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
- Office charges, maintenance
- Telephone-mailing-internet
- Communications tools - Publications

INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT
OF CATHOLIC STUDENTS

2020 FINANCIAL REPORT

- www.imcs.miec.org
- Financial management and accounting
- Others / welcoming visitors
- Bank charges

2,347.79
4,600.00
517.01
185.70

2* INTERNATIONAL TEAM
- Allowances International Team
- Transport allowances International Team
- Training International Team
- Social charges
- Housing charges and maintenance

27,205.43
13,300.00
1,101.40
328.99
2,360.64
10,114.40

3* INTERNATIONAL ACTIONS - GLOBAL PROGRAM
- International Relations

11,027.64
145.62

- Global Advocacy Training

10,882.02

TOTAL EXPENSES
SURPLUS INCOME

53,821.02

TOTAL

54,401.81

1 - FUNDING
CAREME SUISSE
C.C.F.D.
2 - SPECIFIC PROJETS
JESUITS (Global Advocacy Training)
3 - SELF-FINANCES
Membership
Donations friends of IMCS
Financial services

580.79

INCOME
m
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32,665.64

14,165.64
18,500.00

11,000.00
11,000.00

10,736.17

0.00
10,733.48
2.69

TOTAL INCOME
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15,587.95
4,720.84
2,873.84
342.77

54,401.81
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